INTRODUCTION
Karyotyping machines are now commercially available. More than ten systems have been developed for cytogenetic analysis. The choice of such a system should be based on rigorous criteria, taking into account the user's needs, the purchase cost and the quality of the system.
Evaluation procedures should allow a judicious choice to be made in accordance with the needs and the financial means of the laboratory. In addition to the European procedure, the French ministry submitted the French system to the evaluation of two independent laboratories. We present here the principle criteria retained and, in particular, their application to the system that we have elaborated, the chromoscan. This (Granum and Thomason, 1990; Lundsteen et al, 1986; Lundsteen and Piper, 1989; Piper and Rutovitz, 1985; Piper and Granum, 1989; Ji, 1989; Sagredo, 1990) . The computers are mostly an integrated unit of the system (Magiscan-Cytoscan). Chromoscan (Lundsteen and Piper, 1989; Malet et al, 1989) proposes a system for automatic classification with R-banding. We have drawn up a flowchart for the quantification of the levels of grey intensity using the chromoscan machine. The intensity of the radioactive signal is evaluated according to the sum of the values assigned to all the grey intensity levels in each marked area. Each chromosome band in every mitosis is thus measured. For each band, the average value and the statistical variation appear numerically. The X 2 2 test for the frequencies of the signal and Student's t test for the averages of the intensities are applied to reveal the most probable locus of the gene (table II) .
For example, we tested a multicopy gene and the locus appeared clearly near the chromosome no 3 centromere (tables I and II). In this case, Student's t test (calculated with few data) shows a significant difference (a < 1%) between 03p00 and the band that is nearest in intensity at 02p00. The X z test on the frequencies shows an even more significant difference (a < 1!!!!) and this for every band compared with 03p00. 
